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Abstract. Experiments, simulations and field studies for dense non-aqueous phase liquid
(DNAPL) removal have demonstrated successful recovery through steam-enhanced extraction.
Steam-enhanced extraction is an innovative technology for soil and groundwater remediation to
remove as much contamination as possible. Most of researchers study the main DNAPL
recovery mechanisms such as physical displacement by vaporization, evaporation and
condensation, reduction in interfacial tension and DNAPL viscosity influenced by temperature.
Other removal mechanism such as steam distillation and steam stripping also has been studied.
The removal of DNAPL using steam-enhanced extraction shall be investigated to identify,
acquire, analyze, visualize, and evaluate the effectiveness of the remediation. Several
parameters can be controlled to justify the successful of the remediation. A comprehensive
understanding of the subsurface environment, multiphase fluid flow and the physical processes
is required to prevent remediation failure. Thus, it will avoid continuous contamination of the
subsurface environment. The researcher can quantify the reduction in contamination
remediation and acquire high quality data sets to validate future numerical model. Aim of this
paper is to review and to summarize the existing laboratory experiment, simulations and field
studies from other researchers regarding steam-enhanced extraction for dense non-aqueous
phase liquid removal.

1 Introduction
Steam-enhanced extraction (SEE) was applied as environmental application from its original
developed purpose to enhanced oil recovery. Since 1980s, extensive experiments, simulations and
field studies has led to the point which proven the SEE technology can successfully remove the
volatile contaminant from unsaturated subsurface [1]. Recently, these studies have been extending the
SEE method to recoveries of saturated subsurface with more complex heterogeneity conditions and
fractured geologic media. The SEE method involves continuous injection of steam through injection
well into subsurface. The steam flows depend mostly to heterogeneity condition of subsurface. Three
temperature zones was form which is steam-temperature, variable temperature and ambient
temperature. These temperature influence the DNAPL viscosity thus effect the overall process of SEE
a
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[2-4]. Several processes occur during SEE such as condensation, evaporation and volatilization. This
process will continuously occur until it reaches the extraction well [5].

2 Steam-Enhanced Extraction
2.1 Selection of steam-enhanced extraction
Factors influence the application of steam-enhanced extraction as DNAPL remediation depend on the
DNAPL properties such as volatility and viscosity. Volatility of DNAPL can increase the DNAPL
saturation from residual saturation. Higher temperature can enhance volatilization thus increase the
DNAPL removal rates [6, 7]. Viscosity of DNAPL determines the amount of DNAPL saturation
displaced by steam front. The steam was capable in mobilizing DNAPL saturation until the ratio of
viscosity of DNAPL and water equal to three. If larger, fingering may occur thus reducing the
displacement efficiency [8]. Other factors that can influence the application of steam-enhanced
extraction as DNAPL remediation is the porous media properties. The porous media types affect the
DNAPL removal rate from porous media [9-11]. The DNAPL removal rate is higher in coarser soil
than fine soil. The DNAPL removal rate is lower for soil with wider range of grain size due to lower
permeability in fine grain. The DNAPL removal rate is the same for variable range of sand size but
with longer remediation time as the grain size decrease [12].
The porous media heterogeneity influenced the time of steam move and directly affects cost.
Steam movement is drive more towards the permeable layer instead of low permeable layer. The
heterogeneity of subsurface in small scale cause fingering at higher flow rates [13]. The layered
heterogeneity can cause channeling to occur due to natural beds or manmade such as buried utilities
[14, 15]. Other factors to be considered are DNAPL location and amount of DNAPL. Small amount of
DNAPL with location near to ground surface more economical to treat by excavation and incineration.
The efficient ways to utilize steam-enhanced extraction is to treat contaminated soil to depth greater
than 100 feet [5].
The most effective ways to increase the efficiency of steam-enhanced extraction is to consider the
location of injection and extraction well placement and operation. The most effective ways is to
surround the contaminated area with 4 to 6 injections well and place the extraction well at center.
Thus, the propagation of steam will be balance during steam-enhanced extraction. The distance
between each injection well is reported to be between 1.5m to 18 m and made from steel [5].
The efficiency of steam-enhanced extraction also influence by soil permeability. Soil permeability
must be sufficient to allow steam heat. The injection rate is depending on pressure. The pressure must
be not more than soil fracture pressure of 1.65 pounds per square inch per meter of depth to avoid
overburden pressure [16]. Low soil permeability with low injection rate will increase time of heat lost
to overburden and underburden thus is ineffective. Injection pressure influences the steam injection
rate as well as temperature and steam quality. Increase temperature does not increase the heating rate.
It is because the increase temperature will cause increase of heat loss. The steam generation will be
slow causes longer recovery time [17]. Steam quality is the total water proportion in vapor phase. 100
% steam quality is when no liquid water present. Steam quality influence the ratio of oil and steam at
extraction well [18, 19].
2.2 Recent research using steam-enhanced extraction
Recent laboratory, numerical simulation studies and field studies have contribute major affect in
remediation of DNAPL on contaminated sites. From laboratory and numerical simulation studies,
researcher can study and investigate how steam and air act and react to remediate DNAPL. Laboratory
and numerical simulation can provide accurate data sets to study DNAPL remediation issues due to
possible conduct of controlled experiment and model under know condition of porous media
heterogeneity. The summary of recent research using steam-enhanced extraction is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Recent research of DNAPL remediation through steam-enhanced extraction technology or thermal
remediation from 2011 to 2015.
Research
Type

Size

DNAPL

Remediation
Method

Research Issue

Media/
Condition

Ref.

Field
demonstration

1210m2
with 14m to
50m depth

PCE,
TCE,
1,1,1,1TCA

Steam-enhanced
extraction and
soil vapor
extraction

Savannah River
serious
contamination
problem

Heterogeneous
Saturated /
Unsaturated

[20]

Experiment
2-D
Simulation
T2VOC

40cm
height,
50cm width,
5cm
thickness

TCE

Steam-enhanced
extraction
injection and air
injection

TCE removal in
variable porous
media

Heterogeneous /
Homogeneous
Saturated /
Unsaturated

[21]

Simulation
3-D TMVOC

109m
height,
204m width,
218m length

TCE

Thermal*

TCE removal in
fractured geologic

Fractured
Geologic

[22]

Simulation 3D TMVOC

20m depth,
8m radius

1,2DCA

Thermal*

1,2-DCA removal
in fractured
geologic

Fractured
Geologic

[23]

Simulation
3-D
TMVOC

27.7m
depth, 1.5m
radius

TCE

Thermal*

TCE removal in
fractured geologic
at jet engine
testing facilities

Fracture
Geologic

[24]

Experiment
2-D

40cm
height,
50cm width,
5cm
thickness

TCE

Steam-enhanced
extraction

TCE removal in
variable
heterogeneous
media

Heterogeneous
Unsaturated

[25]

Field
demonstration
Experiment
Mathematical

15.2m
depth,
volume of
696m3

TCE,
DCE
and VC

Thermal*

TCE, DCE and
VC in variable
fractured geologic

Fracture
Geologic

[26]

Field
demonstration

6.2m depth,
volume
5097m3

PCE

Thermal*

PCE removal
from tight clays

Homogeneous
Saturated

[27]

Experiment
1-D

0.3m depth,
5cm
diameter

1,2DCA

Thermal*

1,2-DCA removal
characterization
from fractured
clay

Homogeneous
Saturated

[28]

Experiment
2-D

38.1cm
height,
13.97cm
width,
73.66cm
length

TCE

Thermal*

Observation of
trapped gas during
TCE removal

Heterogeneous
Saturated

[29]

*Thermal means in situ thermal remediation either being stated as other than steam-enhanced extraction or no
specific method stated.
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From 1952 to 1978, multiple volatile organic compound (VOC) such as TCE, PCE and 1,1,1-TCA
(1,1,1-Trichloroethane) has been identified causing the Savannah River in serious contamination
problem. Total amount of 400,000 pounds VOC was successfully removed to date and 75% removed
within first 18 month [20]. Peng, et al. [21] investigate the TCE remediation using co-injection of
steam and air in unsaturated heterogeneous porous media and further research to saturated
homogenous porous media. The results show that higher removal rate for coarse sand compared to
fine sand. Chen, et al. [22] has study TCE removal in 3-D fractured geologic media using thermal
remediation. The study was aim to investigate the heat transfer behavior and evaluate the sensitivity of
parameter through numerical simulation using TMVOC TOUGH2 program. The results show that the
TCE removal rate influence by matrix permeability and encouraged by increased fracture density.
Chen, et al. [23] has research the removal of 1,2-DCA (1,2-Dichloroethane) from fractured
geologic media of sandstone using thermal remediation. The results shows that more than 99% 1,2DCA are successfully removed. McKenzie [24] has investigate the remediation of TCE in fractured
geologic media using thermal conductive heating at jet engine testing facilities of Naval Air Warfare
Center (NAWC) in West Trenton, New Jersey. The results from numerical simulation shows 67%
TCE was successfully removed compared to 63.5% TCE removal reported on site. The heterogeneity
effect of porous media on TCE removal using steam-enhanced extraction (SEE) was studied by Wang,
et al. [25]. The results show that the TCE removal percentage for three experiments is 89.5%, 88.2%
and 85.2%.
Rodriguez [26] research the thermal heating application to removed chlorinated solvents such
TCE, cis-1,2-dichloroethylene (DCE) and vinyl chloride (VC) from fractured geologic. The results
show that the distance between point of compliance and upgradient domain face influence pore water
concentration of fracture rock. The PCE remediation using in situ thermal desorption has been
investigated by Heron, et al. [27] on site at San Francisco, California. After 110 days of heating,
2540kg of PCE was successfully recovered. Liu, et al. [28] investigate the chlorinated volatile organic
compound removal characteristic from fractured clay using boiling. The results reverses the
multiphase flow code predictions which state that pressure will increase when heating low permeable
material, leading to overturn the boiling. The trapped gas behavior under passive venting conditions
was investigate by Martin and Kueper [29] during application of electrical resistance heating in
removal of TCE. The results show the influence of gas phase venting during remediation process of
electrical resistance heating.

3 Discussions
The physical displacement is the main important removal mechanism for DNAPL remediation
involves volatilization, evaporation, steam distillation and steam stripping [8]. The physical
displacement is influenced by steam boiling point. Contaminants with low boiling point than water
show greater recoveries [30-34]. The steam temperature, variable temperature and ambient
temperature plays an important factor in the performance of SEE [14, 18, 35]. These temperature also
influence the oil residual saturation [2-4] vapor pressure and interfacial effects [7]. Heterogeneity of
subsurface shows greater impact on DNAPL recoveries rate. The DNAPL removal rate is higher in
coarse sand compared to fine sand [21, 25]. In fractured geologic media, the DNAPL removal rate is
influence by matrix permeability and fracture density [22]. In addition, the distance between point of
compliance and upgradient domain face directly affect the pore water concentration of fracture
geologic media which consequently affect the DNAPL removal [26]. The DNAPL removal can be
accelerated from low permeability clay and occur when half or less pore water are recovered [28]. The
SEE application shows successful application in DNAPL remediation [23, 24, 27].

4 Conclusions
Steam-enhanced extraction has shown greatest impact to DNAPL removal from saturated/unsaturated
subsurface with complex heterogeneity and fractured geologic media. More subsurface
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characterization effort is required and comparison to other technology with the same condition shall
be made in terms of performance, cost and remediation time. More experiments, simulations and field
studies shall be performed to develop advanced steam-enhanced extraction technology to ensure
continuance of environmental quality protection.
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